C4335 CHI YU FUNGBO (HONG KONG, 1999)
(Other titles: Purple storm)

Credits: director, Teddy Chen; writers, Jo Jo Hui, Clarence Yip, Lam Oi-wah

Cast: Daniel Wu, Kam Kwok-leung, Emil Chow, Josie Ho, Joan Chen.

Summary: Action/adventure film set in contemporary Hong Kong. Brief intro in 1979 Cambodia has Khmer Rouge fighters being sent abroad for further training. Nineteen years later on the eve of the opening of a new Hong Kong airport these terrorists attack a Korean cargo ship in Hong Kong. One of the terrorists who falls into the Hong Kong authorities hands is a US-educated Cambodian-Chinese Todd Nguyen (Wu) with total amnesia. Anti-terrorist cop Ma Li (Chow) and criminal psychiatrist Shirley Kwan (Chen) hope to get into Todd’s subconscious and learn where the other terrorists will make their next attack with a chemical weapon known as Purple Storm.